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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

  
 
New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

  
Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

  
Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

  
 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

  
 
 
 
Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

  
 
 
 
Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

  
 
 
 
2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

  
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

  
 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 Zero to 60 is not in the Ford or Old Navy ad but 12 Volts to 1 trillion
Volts in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is... 

  
 
 
 
Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' 

  
 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' 
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Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' 

  
 
 
3-31-2019 Zero to 60 is not in the Ford or Old Navy ad but 12 Volts to 1 trillion
Volts in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is... 

  
 

 
 
 
3-31-2019 Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' The Next Generation of
Old Navy will have GE electric generators that turn the generator and give a
amazing 1 Trillion Amps and Volts. This is from Old Navy who spent 1980 to 2019
with 12 Volts. This is what a Generation of Navy missed with the gasoline Engine
blowing up the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Zero to 60 is not in the Ford ad but 12
Volts to 1 trillion Volts like ScanDisc 2 Terrabyte SD card for your iPhone video. 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, The ‘Absurdity’ of 12 Volts in Today's
Navy when 1 Trillion Volts and Amps are generated by the -254 C GE electric
generator on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and inventors on Amazon 1 Click generate
1,001 accessories the Admirals will use on USS Sirius, grin. NY Times book review;
Book Review: Moving the USS Alabama Into the Modern Age of Star Wars Aliens. 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 "At every turn Gina is recording your audio and video driving the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR, grin! 
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3-31-2019 "At every turn Gina is recording your audio and video driving the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR, grin! Cops asking the DMV what is your current address with get
your iPhone GPS location where ever you are on Earth, and give you a call, grin. 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 "At every turn on every street in the USA Qatar National Museum
Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By ALEX MARSHALL $777 Trillion dollar F-
35 Radar at every turn in the USA and there must be 1 Trillion turns all with high
tech F-35 Radar on every car, scooter, and bike. Qatar National Museum Tells a
Country’s Story at Every Turn - tells the story of the USA's Jimmy Carter giving
the Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's riches beyond beliefs to Qatar. This has to
be a war crime! Qatar National Museum Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By
ALEX MARSHALL 
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3-31-2019 "Amazon at every Corner and a Package at every House in Saudi
Arabia; Bezos’s Security Consultant Accuses Saudis of Hacking the Amazon
C.E.O.’s Phone" By KAREN WEISE "Jeff Bezos’s security consultant accused the
Saudi government of gaining unauthorized access to the Amazon chief executive’s
phone, as part of an effort to harm the world’s richest man." Prince Salman is the
World's Riches Mad Man, insane with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues beyond belief
and his security is the Pentagon, not bad, grin. Saudis wanted to hurt Mr. Bezos
because he owns The Washington Post. The Post has aggressively reported on the
murder of Jamal Khashoggi. Greg in Key West has been writing about the Jew
Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan aggressively as
the Jews will confiscate Prince Salman's $777 Trillion in this Jewish Hero's Drive,
he is the one being murdered every day not Bezos!! This Jew Hero Driver of the
2019 Ford WindmillCAR was killed on the orders of the Top Brass and 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ. The 1984 World HQ as the UN is complicity in this Jew's
murder and loss of $777 Trillion for the Jewish people world wide. Pope Francis
settled for a lot less than $777 trillion for the Catholics. Hell UNICEF will get $1
Trillion on Pallets packed by Kerry when this Jew Hero Drives the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. So much for the UN in Geneva, Oh the
Swiss Banks are in Geneva, grin $$$. Parent of The Enquirer, American Media
Inc., of “extortion and blackmail.” I think War Crimes are Headlines in the
Washington Post about Prince Salman. Bezos war crime is knowing Trump Oil
Company goings-on and not helping the Jew Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR.
"Publish graphic photographs of him... not Bezos but Prince Salman killing many,
many people in Mecca in public. Trump has seen these Saudi YouTube videos. 700
in 2019 and not a Washington Post headline or graphic photos! What is going on
with who can publish what graphic photos? Gina can't get a NY Times photo of the
breast cancer tumor coming through her breast on the front page of the Sunday
NY Times. "Trump’s Order to Open Arctic Waters to Oil Drilling Was Unlawful,
Federal Judge Finds" By CORAL DAVENPORT Trump doing Oil Business with Saudi
Arabia and Qatar is Unlawful and a War Crime. Millions have died from Poison gas
exhaust and diesel in the air since Jimmy Carter did the unthinkable in 1980.
Giving this Godsent WindmillCAR to Allah and Mecca. Baghdad's Shock and Awe
today is $300 million a week in Oil Revenues for the USA. Exhaust comes with
this. Special Olympics kids will watch the news about this on CBS and Good Morning
America and scream they did this to me! He Changed ‘Oklahoma!’ But ‘Oklahoma!’
Hasn’t Changed but for the 1 Trillion Oil Wells in the Pictures here. 1 Trillion
Oklahoma corners, street lights, stop signs would have 'Oklahoma Radar' on all
Oklahoma Cars instead of all these oil Wells... and clean air. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner. I'm here to learn a training technique on 1
Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and Genius Tutors.
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One example is 4 Trillion Rx Recipes as IP invention projects. Today No One knows
a Rx Recipe tomorrow Perfumes will be Rx Recipes... the top boss, at Amazon
Bezos is taking to much time to post 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click
Amazon. I need a Nobel adventure in my life! Nobel in what for Bezos? Trump
could tweet MD High Schools are a executive order I just signed. High School
Doesn’t Have to Be Boring if you have a cadaver... By JAL MEHTA and SARAH
FINE 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 IPhone caller ID for every caller; How Much Should You Know About
Your Therapist’s Life? STD's, HIV, Syphilis, and wealth $$$. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner A Type A Person Type A Stars in the
Universe. Type A Person; You feel untethered, as if someone has turned off
gravity and you’ve been spun into infinite space. You wait for the NY Times
Headlines on someone invented the Gravity Engine Car, Kim in Korea to get revenge
on Trump! Xi in China to get revenge for building 1 million new gas stations in 2019.
Yes Xi will get one new gas station in China built today. A war crime of course but
who is counting, the Type A person counts on Greg getting the Gravity Engine Car
built. You nailed it — all of it. "I know how much you need to hear this. I can
never hear it enough." by Mary Laura Philpott is the author of the memoir-in-
essays “I Miss You When I Blink.” 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner on the Day live streaming video of Jewish
Aliens is a CBS News special that goes on and on for hours maybe days depending
how interesting the Jewish Aliens at Sirius are, grin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner in; "New York Agrees to Congestion Pricing,
Mansion Tax in $175 Billion Budget Deal" The budget agreement, announced early
Sunday, included a new tax on high-end homes and a fee to drive into Manhattan’s
busiest areas. By JESSE MCKINLEY 
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3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner in; "New York Agrees to Congestion Pricing,
Mansion Tax, Confiscate $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from Swiss Banks... $777
Trillion Budget Deal with the Jew Hero who just Drove the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR
into Times Square. The Soul of NYC is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR $$$ and its
$$$ Trillions for UNICEF at the UN. Trump Special Olympics Kids (NYC) he used
poison gas on when they were baby's! A War Crime! Will he let them in Trump
Towers Lobby? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 Correction NY Times; The Qatar Wage $$$ for everyone in the USA -
"The $70,000-a-Year Minimum Wage" A small Seattle company shows that
capitalism can have a heart, no not Microsoft with $995 Billion earned profits by
keeping Temps as the employees well below the Minimum Wage and tortured by
regular employees at meetings they are not allowed at... etc." by Nicholas Kristof 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 Amazon at every Corner in Saudi Arabia and Qatar; "The $70,000-a-
Year Minimum Wage" A small Seattle company shows that capitalism can have a
heart. Amazon makes open heart surgery triple bypass paid company perk...
Burger's and Bacon are still on the menu in the break room. Genius Tutors are not
hired yet. 4 Wife's for Bezos, not yet, grin. Legal Polygamous Marriage for
someone like him, a Amazon kindle book best seller. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 George Orwell at the NY Times today, "Plastic or Paper Bag at Whole
Foods?" "Gasoline or WindmillCAR's." Amazon book with this Title will be a best
seller on Kindle. Yes this is really headlines in the NY Times today. Plastic or
Paper bag at Whole Foods, sort of a war crime if it was not for George Orwell. 
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3-31-2019 Zero to 60 is not in the Ford or Old Navy ad but 12 Volts to 1 trillion
Volts in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is... 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 "At every turn Gina is recording your audio and video driving the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR, grin! Cops asking the DMV what is your current address with get
your iPhone GPS location where ever you are on Earth, and give you a call, grin. 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 "At every turn on every street in the USA Qatar National Museum
Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By ALEX MARSHALL $777 Trillion dollar F-
35 Radar at every turn in the USA and there must be 1 Trillion turns all with high
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tech F-35 Radar on every car, scooter, and bike. Qatar National Museum Tells a
Country’s Story at Every Turn - tells the story of the USA's Jimmy Carter giving
the Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's riches beyond beliefs to Qatar. This has to
be a war crime! Qatar National Museum Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By
ALEX MARSHALL 

  
 
 
 
 
3-31-2019 Zero to 60 is not in the Ford or Old Navy ad but 12 Volts to 1 trillion
Volts in your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is... 

  
 
 
 
 
 
Here's Why Boeing Wrote Software to prevent a Stall sent the two 737's into a
Nose Dive... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! Yes this is Why!! The 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR would have no influence but the 2019 Ford windmillCAR with F-35
Radar and 1,001 other trillion volt amp accessories would as its a Star Wars Ford! 

  
 

 
 
 
Here's Why Boeing Wrote Software to prevent a Stall sent the two 737's into a
Nose Dive... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! Yes this is Why!! The 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR would have no influence but the 2019 Ford windmillCAR with F-35
Radar and 1,001 other trillion volt amp accessories would as its a Star Wars Ford! 
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3-30-2019 Trumps Wind on the front page of Today's NY Times is out of Date...
-254 C Super Conductivity generates 1 Trillion Volts and Amps over millions of GE
Turbines like this huge one that only generates a few amps and volts. GE will build
more of these out of date Windmill Turbines like China will still build new gas
stations today! High Winds of Ivanka's Breast-Ovary Cancer Rx Recipe Cure are in
the Doldrums today, sanctions by Dad Trump! Alcohol is a principal cause of
avoidable death in France, Tobacco is the cause of deaths world wide. 
 
 

 
3-30-2019 High Winds of Ivanka's Breast-Ovary Cancer Rx Recipe Cure are in
the Doldrums today, sanctions by Dad Trump! Trumps Wind on the front page of
Today's NY Times is out of Date... -254 C Super Conductivity generates 1 Trillion
Volts and Amps over millions of GE Turbines like this huge one that only generates
a few amps and volts. GE will build more of these out of date Windmill Turbines
like China will still build new gas stations today! 
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3-30-2019 High Winds of I think about the writer on the winds of invention
projects today. Trumps High Winds blow down so many chapters that would have
been far better than any Disney Star Wars dialog. Churchill he says with a wry
spark in one of his brains axon you'll see the brain in a Novel by Dr. Marie MD the
Brain Surgeon not stopping by the Campus Book Store but the Summit IBM Super
Computer Center. 
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3-30-2019 100's fill the Church in Key West yet the baby on Duval breaths in
Poison Gas of Diesel and Scooters. President Donald Trump says Special Olympics
will be funded, Betsy DeVos says that's what she wanted all along. 'I have
overridden my people': Trump says he will keep Special Olympics Birth Defect
kids... keep their Poison Gas of Diesel and Scooters for $777 Trillion more in oil
revenues $$$. 

  
 
 
 
3-30-2019 12 Trillion Galaxies and Jews on Earth; ‘One Hundred Years of
Solitude’ in their Times of War instead of Exodus Army of God... Jewish Sirius
War, won with one invention. 400 Times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon
Cell call live streaming of Jewish Aliens at Sirius invented in Key West, grin!
Netanyahu invents more War Dead today, and puts sanctions on the Jew Driving
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. Jews “looking death in the
eye” of a New Universe and Exodus for their Soul. High tech Physics of Time that
CERN can only say today will not stop. Far as they know. Jew Hero will invent the
Gravity Engine Car. Con's by Trump-Netanyahu can get you into Hell. 
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3-30-2019 A measles outbreak in a Jewish New York suburb... Netanyahu can get
you sick as Hell killing Moslems for the fun when Total Victory over Allah and
Mecca has also been killed by Netanyahu, the Jew Hero Driving the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR into Mecca and Manhattan. 

  
 
 
 
3-30-2019 A measles outbreak in a Jewish New York suburb... 

  
 
 
 
3-30-2019 A measles outbreak in a Jewish New York suburb has sickened scores
of people and stoked long-smoldering tensions between the ultra-Orthodox Jewish
community and the secular world at large. By SARAH MASLIN NIR and MICHAEL
GOLD 
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3-30-2019 At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie; enter the new Starbucks
here... 

  
 
3-30-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects... 
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3-30-2019 At Starbucks iMac + Orchids Camaraderie; enter the new Starbucks
here... 

  
 
 
 
3-30-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects... 

  
 
 
 
3-30-2019 Dr. Cappello died in November at 66, from complications of a rare
blood cancer caused by the chemotherapy and radiation she had received for
breast cancer. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD I can't wait to read
this article in the NY Times. 
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Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$ 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Trump walked out of the Ford Dealer Showrooms without buying 4 Billion people a
Ford WindmillCAR $$$ 

  
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 French WindmillCAR's Driven today as the French soul, driven to the
Paris Starbucks with iMac at $18,384 and 1 Click Amazon links to build the French
Gravity Engine Car the Soul is Gravity! Invent Gravity! 
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3-30-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects... 

  
 
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 The New York Times and The Washington Post decided to not join
these Apple Apps for $9.99 a month! Not to join 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and Genius tutors to help you get started on 1,001
Nobels in Medicine. Oh the Hemingway House Writing Class will join for a Nobel
Novel with invention projects and brainstorming chapters... 

  
 
 
 
3-30-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects... 

  
 
 
 
3-30-2019 Dr. Cappello died in November at 66, from complications of a rare
blood cancer caused by the chemotherapy and radiation she had received for
breast cancer. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD I can't wait to read
this article in the NY Times. 
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3-30-2019 Proposal for Polygamous Marriage as Jimmy Carter with 4 Moslem
Wife's would not have given his Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR to Allah and
Mecca $$$ How to make the best of your Wife's inspiration... Drive!! Drive the
2019 Ford WindillCAR into the Gravity Engine CAR. 

  
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 "New York Times Headlines; When Joe Biden Voted to Let States
Overturn Roe v. Wade" By LISA LERER Lisa censored out the birth defects of
Trumps Special Olympics kids all via Diesel poison gas used in the USA and Syria. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 "New York Times Headlines; but it’s a necessary step to save lives.” So
What is going on at the Times. Are they in Key West Today watching the Navy
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Blue Angels burn Jet Fuel and lives go up in flames in fiery wrecks driving into Key
West and Manhattan. 'So What?' 1980 to 2019 at the NY Times or in the Navy
flying the Blue Angels. Nobel Peace Prize for the Times or Trump who will win,
Maybe the Admiral will get the Nobel Peace Prize 'So What?' Infant mortality,
from poison gas in the USA on the 4th of July and they will give someone in the
Navy a medal. Can you believe this is George Orwell today. “In Venezuela’s there’s
no humanitarian crisis,” Foreign Minister Jorge Arreaza told the United nations in
February. UN employees vacation in Key West so they know better, grin! Navy
coming out of a Duval Bar and UN going in, 'So What?' Happens on the front page
of the NY Times reporting this from Key West Navy Air Show Today? China and
Russia have delivered relief supplies to Mr. Maduro. New York Times Oil Company
HQ in Key West is about to go public with a value of $777 Trillion. “Cancerous, oil
is cancerous!” Jew Hero driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is stymied by world
leaders. Pope Francis bets on Oil not God! The organization also aims to equip all
Venezuelan hospitals with power generators to reduce the number of deaths caused
by the rolling blackouts affecting the country. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ turn off
the Hospitals electricity saying 'So What?' you can't catch us!! They are the ones
who bombed the Yale Key west Medical School in 2011 in public. In the next hours,
next days, we will be receiving important medical help to contain this tragedy in
Venezuelan not Key West the Navy Blue Angels fly today not Navy MD's” City Hall
Key West by granting Red Cross a humanitarian mandate. “It’s absurd to have
blocked for 100 years the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's" With BP Oil Men in Key West
it will be has to be 100 years. The 2019 Ford WindmillCAR sought to present
itself as the solution to the country’s humanitarian needs and total victory over
Mecca and the Bone Saw Prince! “When faced with all of these,” he wrote, “we can
only sigh in despair over their idea of fun is to raise the price of gas to $4 a
gallon on the 4th of July 2019 instead of putting the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR on
the Headlines!.” 
 
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 "New York Times Headlines; When Trump Voted to Let Netanyahu kill
the Jew Hero's driving into Mecca in the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for Total Victory
over Allah for centuries! 
 
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 "New York Times Headlines; When Joe Biden Voted to Let War's go on
forever and the wars on cancer without a Manhattan Project. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 "New York Times Headlines; When Navy Voted to Let F-35 Radar on
Blue Angels be installed on the roads and hight ways and cars in of the USA...
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Wrongful deaths of all the Head-on collisions driving into Key West because no
Navy Radar was on all the cars is for Jimmy Carter, Bill and Melinda Gates and
the 2 white men at 1984 HQ. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 10,000 nurses are demanding a sharp increase in their ranks at three
of the city’s biggest hospital systems — Mount Sinai, NewYork-Presbyterian and
Montefiore. Their union, the New York State Nurses Association, has threatened
to strike over staffing levels, an issue that has become an increasing source of
contention at hospitals around the country. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 10,000 nurses are demanding no body cam's!! George Orwell policing
the Nurse 24/7 yes this means the hour of intense 'aerobics' and the hour on the
'Tread Mill' policing her target heart rate and for the best time at it on orders
from the MD who really does know more about the physics of the target heart
rate we all should do but the Nurse its mandatory like the Navy guys. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 Pope Francis’ Visit to Morocco Raises Hopes for Its Christians - not
it's Breast-Ovary Cancer Women being tortured by these cancers Pope Steve Jobs
would have cured with a Miracle. 

  
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 No Gas Stations World Wide and No Cholera World Wide waits the
visit of a Roman MD Miracle Worker. After Trump Casts Blame for a Special
Olympics Cut, Betsy DeVos Flashes Pique. When is the NY Times going to report on
the world wide increase in the numbers of Special Olympics kids via gas and oil
pollution dirty air to breath? So What the Times editors write tomorrow in
Sundays paper after reading this. 

  
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 No Gas Stations World Wide and no MD. Corrections coming with the
WindmillCAR MD Model. THE NEW OLD AGE. "Where There’s Rarely a Doctor in
the House: Assisted Living. As residents become older and more frail, some
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facilities are bringing in doctors and nurses instead of relying on 911." The
facilities also “live in mortal fear of bringing down heavy-handed federal
regulation,” he said. That can happen when Medicare and Medicaid, which cover
most residents’ health care, get involved." Ivanka lives in mortal fear of Breast-
Ovary cancer Military Minded Dad Trump will not remodel Los Alamos to a Rx
Recipe Pink Latte Lab. Yes H-bombs are work at Los Alamos today not Rx Recipes
for the Pink Latte at Starbucks on orders from Trump. Los Alamos could reduce
the 40K pink dead in 2019 to zero but Trump wants to kill Kim at Ground Zero in
Korea. The only thing stopping the End of War Peace Signing in Korea is Trump and
his Generals, none are MD's. So What they say about 40K Pink dead in 2019 they
have their War Mentality in Korea. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 No Gas Stations World Wide and no then, They get exposed to
infections... flu and pneumonia Manhattan Projects will drive to Los Alamos after
the Pink Cancer Rx Recipe is discovered. Dr. Taavoni discovered that her
hypertension medications were causing such low blood pressure that she fainted and
fell so many times... 
 
 
 
 
 
3-30-2019 No Gas Stations World Wide and No MD House Calls, iPhone app
missed this invention. Yale Medical School in New Haven too. 
 
 
Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' 
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Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' Head On Crash Wrong Way Driver.
State Trooper killed in crash on I-94 near Libertyville, the 2nd state police
officer killed on roads this week. An Illinois State trooper was killed early
Saturday morning by a wrong-way driver who struck his vehicle on Interstate 94 in
the westbound lanes. ISP Trooper Gerald Ellis Fatally Struck By Wrong-Way
Driver On I-94 In Green Oaks. More dead driving in the USA than all the Wars
over Oil Revenues for Qatar + Saudi Arabia. 
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Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' 

  
 
 
3-30-2019 "At every turn on every street in the USA Qatar National Museum
Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By ALEX MARSHALL $777 Trillion dollar F-
35 Radar at every turn in the USA and there must be 1 Trillion turns all with high
tech F-35 Radar on every car, scooter, and bike. Qatar National Museum Tells a
Country’s Story at Every Turn - tells the story of the USA's Jimmy Carter giving
the Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's riches beyond beliefs to Qatar. This has to
be a war crime! Qatar National Museum Tells a Country’s Story at Every Turn" By
ALEX MARSHALL 

  
 
 
 
 
Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' 
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Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' 
 
 
 
 
Fly Navy Key West + Qatar, 'So What $$$' 

  
 
Here's Why Boeing Wrote Software to prevent a Stall sent the two 737's into a
Nose Dive... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! Yes this is Why!! The 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR would have no influence but the 2019 Ford windmillCAR with F-35
Radar and 1,001 other trillion volt amp accessories would as its a Star Wars Ford! 
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Here's Why Boeing Wrote Software to prevent a Stall sent the two 737's into a
Nose Dive... 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! Yes this is Why!! The 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR would have no influence but the 2019 Ford windmillCAR with F-35
Radar and 1,001 other trillion volt amp accessories would as its a Star Wars Ford! 

  
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine... 

  
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 French culture: “Wine is the sacred foodstuff that alights the fire of
the French soul.” 

  
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 French WindmillCAR's Driven today as the French soul, driven to the
Paris Starbucks with iMac at $18,384 and 1 Click Amazon links to build the French
Gravity Engine Car the Soul is Gravity! Invent Gravity! 
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3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine... not
to to much breast-ovary cancer 

  
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine... not
to to much oil money and diesel in the air. By ADAM NOSSITE 

  
 
 
 
3-29-2019 Dr. Cappello died in November at 66, from complications of a rare
blood cancer caused by the chemotherapy and radiation she had received for
breast cancer. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD I can't wait to read
this article in the NY Times. 

  
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine...
French Men who are not Elite MD's are prone to Cruelty. It's a Pre-existing
Condition going on for Centuries best know for the 100 Year war with England's
Kings. King's today are Wine Factories, their owners in another 100 year war with
the mass of humanity that only has produced one Pasteur in the last 100 years.
Pasteur in Paris today could have invented a antidote for wine in the drinking
water... if he was King Pasteur but today we have King Wine and King Oil. King MD
of England and France would rule for Health, prevent your Wine and Gas Exhaust
sickness and deaths in Paris and London today. The Times of London and the Paris
Journalists would be bone sawed by the King for writing what I just wrote. Want
to end Vodka deaths in Moscow, win a Nobel in Medicine for this invention? 

  
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine... not
to to much breast-ovary cancer 

  
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 French Raise a Glass to a Health Warning About Too Much Wine... not
to to much oil money and diesel in the air. By ADAM NOSSITE 
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3-29-2019 French Police Chiefs Raise a Glass to a Health Warning; DUI deaths
the Bar paid for a few years in the News a couple decades ago now the News at
the Times is; They Let a Sick Inmate Die in a Van. Now They Won’t Pay His
Family $650,000. The prisoner transport business has a poor safety record. Here’s
how one company has dodged responsibility in the death of an inmate. By ALYSIA
SANTO and ELI HAGER Sick Police Chief with a MD degree from the Yale Key
West Medical School will not die from his Elite Art of the Diagnosis and 10,000 in
the office will not catch the flu from the Chief. "A severe measles outbreak has
been plaguing New York since October, with hundreds of confirmed cases both in
the city and suburban Rockland County, prompting officials to spring into action."
Hundreds of arrest for giving someone Measles!! Arrested for giving someone the
Flu; this is Star Wars Disney Movie. Get checked out checking into Disney Orlando
for the flu and Measles etc. Everyone gets a blood test, vision test. Vision to get
the Yale Key West Medical School built, one Trump Tower will tower over the
Police Station 55 Stories high unless Trump wants it higher. Grin! Trumps Name will
be on the Tower. The outbreak in both places has mostly affected ultra-Orthodox
Jewish communities and is associated with travelers who brought back measles from
Israel, where the disease is spreading. Dr. Rabbi MD, after the Jew Hero Drives
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into Mecca all Rabbi's will have a MD Degree, many
from the Yale Key West Medical School. God is Great! Measles is among the most
contagious of the infectious diseases. It killed 110,000 people globally in 2017,
mostly children younger than 5. This news was mostly suppressed by the Times on
orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who went to West Point not a Medical
School. Disney at the enterance will check for a fever may reach 104 or 105
degrees, and the telltale red dots can appear on the skin. Disney will zoom in with
high tech iPhone Cameras. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 MD Women to Trump: ‘The Collusion Delusion Is Over’ Art of the Elite
Diagnosis Delusion of years and years to get the right diagnosis for millions world
wide is coming running into headwinds... 
 
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 To Much Wine and drunk on $777 Trillion in Gas Money; Nissan,
Renault, the governments of Japan and France and more than 450,000 employees
of one of the world’s biggest automotive empires — is whether the rifts are too
deep to repair. The alliance, which grew to include Mitsubishi Motors in 2016, had
been a case study of innovation in the era of globalization lead by Bone Saw Prince
Salman and Trump Oil Company. The Habitat for Humanity environment 'created'
by Jimmy Carter and Wife was ripe for a Bone Saw Prince, Prince Harry came
along for the money with Henry the VIII. A Mismatched ‘Couple’ Jimmy Carter and
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Rosalynn Bill and Melinda Gates. Bone Saw Couples and the wife's went in to see
the Lions in Mecca behead 700 people for the last 30 years every year. VIP
seating in Mecca. Theses couples ruin the lives of millions and caused tens of
thousands of birth defects and childhood cancers just in the USA. In Hell they will
tell God “I am innocent.” 

  
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 Wells Fargo Stage with horses in times of CERN working on Higgs when
Gravity Engine for Cars driven by CERN scientists should have been the reason
motive for building CERN. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 Flu must be reported to the Vatican MD asap. The pope issued a law
requiring accusations of sexual abuse to be immediately reported to Vatican
prosecutors. 

  
 
 
 
 
3-29-2019 Today MD; ‘The Tragedy of Dr. Julius Caesar MD,’ the Brain Surgery
live streaming Thrill Is Gone because in all of Rome and the Vatican Dr. Julius
Caesar MD was murdered by Pope Francis for King Salman when they meet at the
Vatican last year. No Dr. King Salman MD, his crown prince was murdered when he
applied to Yale Medical by another Prince getting into ROTC at Yale. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trumps Wind on the front page of Today's NY Times is out of Date... -254 C
Super Conductivity generates 1 Trillion Volts and Amps over millions of GE Turbines
like this huge one that only generates a few amps and volts. GE will build more of
these out of date Windmill Turbines like China will still build new gas stations
today! High Winds of Ivanka's Breast-Ovary Cancer Rx Recipe Cure are in the
Doldrums today, sanctions by Dad Trump! 
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High Winds of Ivanka's Breast-Ovary Cancer Rx Recipe Cure are in the Doldrums
today, sanctions by Dad Trump! Trumps Wind on the front page of Today's NY
Times is out of Date... -254 C Super Conductivity generates 1 Trillion Volts and
Amps over millions of GE Turbines like this huge one that only generates a few
amps and volts. GE will build more of these out of date Windmill Turbines like
China will still build new gas stations today! 

  
High Winds of I think about the writer on the winds of invention projects today.
Trumps High Winds blow down so many chapters that would have been far better
than any Disney Star Wars dialog. Churchill he says with a wry spark in one of his
brains axon you'll see the brain in a Novel by Dr. Marie MD the Brain Surgeon not
stopping by the Campus Book Store but the Summit IBM Super Computer Center. 
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3-28-2019 "Bagels and War Crimes" By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM Starbucks with
the Bagels and Coffee next to the iMac computer keyboards... nothing City Hall
USA would do for futuristic Nobel Prize kids. War Crimes by Starbucks and Bill
Gates in Qatar. God is great could you imagine Win 10 at every Starbucks with no
Orchids or tech genius. "An overdue apology offers a reminder that companies are
responsible for past conduct." By Binyamin Appelbaum Mr. Appelbaum is a member
of the editorial board at the NY Times. Reimanns have been on a buying spree,
snapping up familiar food and drink brands, including Keurig Green Mountain coffee,
Dr Pepper, Snapple, Caribou Coffee, Panera Bread, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and
the bagel chains Einstein Bros., Noah’s and Bruegger’s. When the Reimanns’ holding
company acquired the British sandwich maker Pret A Manger last year, the sister
of the company’s deceased founder, who happened to be Jewish, declared she was
mortified to learn about the Reimanns’ roots. The 1980 Mercedes WindmillCAR's
were killed by the World Governments thanks to Jimmy Carter. So More than
6,000 companies contributed to a WW II reparations fund for forced laborers
established by the German government in 2000. In 1980 the German government
killed the Mercedes WindmillCAR on orders from Jimmy Carter. Los Angeles and
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Chicago millions have died from pollution, diesel exhaust. The heirs of Albert
Reimann Jr., who built one of Germany’s largest business empires, maintained for
decades that Mr. Reimann and his father had been reluctant Nazis during World
War II. Yes, they said, it was regrettable that the company employed slaves and
prisoners of war in its chemical factories, but that was the nature of business
during the war years. This weekend the Reimann family decided to change its tune,
offering an abject apology for the behavior of Albert Reimann Jr., who died in
1984 - 4 years after Jimmy Carter stifled the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's! Another
War Crime! The Reimanns, father and son, ran the chemical company now known as
Reckitt Benckiser, or RB, probably most familiar to Americans as the maker of
Lysol. New research, based in part on materials that have been in the family's
possession for decades, shows the two men joined the Nazi Party in 1931. What
did the Mercedes Family do when Jimmy Carter called on them in 1980... 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Proposal for Polygamous Marriage as Jimmy Carter with 4 Moslem
Wife's would not have given his Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR to Allah and
Mecca $$$ Bill Gates would not have given us Win 10 blue screen of death and
daily Win 10 updates as we work on a Pink Nobel in Medicine! 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Bone Saw Bush said F. Gregory Gause III, professor of international
affairs at the Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M
University. Bush cheated at getting into Texas A&M and paid for sex $$$ Gina has
the audio and video tapes. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 The deal “gives the crown prince Salman what he wanted, another
$777 Trillion” said F. Gregory Gause III, professor of international affairs at the
Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M University. 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Ignore Those “Update Your Device” Messages; Polygamous Marriage
with at least one MD from Yale. How to Make the Most of Your Wedding Expo
Experience write a Nobel in Medicine Hemingway House Writing class novel
together with mastermind brainstorming Rx recipes in every chapter and finish by
midnight for editing. 
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3-28-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects... 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Ignore Those “Update Your Device” Messages Trump is building the
'Star Wars Trump Tower' for 2020. 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Boeing Ignore Those “Update Your Device” 2 White Men at 1984 HA
face Glare of 12 Trillion Galaxies as they are Presses to Fix the Jet Fuel and
Gasoline Cars, into Gravity Engine Cars stifled by their bone saw Prince Salman
who's vision is not of a Jewish Exodus. Grin! 737 Max The changes would give
pilots more control and make it less likely that faulty data can set off a reaction,
two issues at the center of investigations into two crashes, 2 wars. One is Star
Wars the other is the War on Pink Cancer lost since the Vietnam War was lost. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 UN has 4 billion people waiting for no gas station times - U.N. Appeals
to Maduro and Guaidó to End Battle Over Humanitarian Aid. This use of the human
suffering as a political weapon by both sides is the greatest impediment to
improving air pollution that caused millions of cancers for Trillions of dollars for gas
station owners and 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Earth on the brink of ruin via
Pentagon West Point cadets who should have gone to the Yale Key West Medical
school to doctor up the Earth not destroy it for Mecca's riches beyond belief. 2
Billion people live in poverty and Jimmy Carter gave Saudi Arabia $777 Trillion
dollars in 1980. Billions are without regular access to water, food and medicine.
Almost four billion people suffer from undernourishment, wrong nourishments. Crime
and disease are flourishing. DUI crash every few seconds quicker in Moscow.
Preventable diseases like tuberculosis, diphtheria, measles, malaria and hepatitis A
are on the rise, fueled by a shortage of medicines, as well as the doctors to
administer them. As many as 22,000 doctors have fled the country, of
Venezuela’s. Yale Key West Medical School's MD's who graduated are Zero
because the Key West Admiral killed all of them for West Point Cadets not MD's.
Did we really need a million more Admirals and Generals in 2019? Hell No! 45-page
report was compiled by a consortium of United Nations agencies and local
nongovernmental organizations. The political crisis has limited the ability of the
United Nations and its partners to conduct a comprehensive assessment of the
needs of Earth for Exodus to Sirius. Venezuela has trillions in Swiss Banks and the
UN is in Geneva but can do nothing to hack the Swiss Banks of Oil Revenues all
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illegal since Jimmy Carter kill the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's for Humanity. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 China Xi 1 million gas stations built in 2019. 22th Century ‘Humiliation’
that stifles China inventing the Gravity Engine Car! The NY Times will not join
Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP inventor projects. Washington Post too. The 19th
century after the first Opium War now the 22th Century ‘Humiliation’ of building a
million new gas stations in China in 2019 when the World is waiting for the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's. The Communist Party was created on a narrative of standing
up to Prince Salman and Prince Harry, BP Oil killed millions of Chinese with pollution
and fiery wrecks, worst the British Warrior's stifled China from working on
inventing the Gravity Engine and 1,001 other IP. British Defends Buying $16
Million New York Penthouse for Diplomat and nothing for iMac's at British
Starbucks for the working class. The British government paid 12 million pounds, or
about $15.8 million, for the property, a full-floor penthouse on the 38th floor of
50 United Nations Plaza, a 43-story condominium building that is a stone’s throw
from the United Nations headquarters on the East Side of Manhattan. It will be
home to Antony Phillipson, the British consul general. How many West Point
Generals have a Penthouse in Manhattan? Mr. Phillipson’s 5,893-square-foot
penthouse has seven bedrooms, including two for household staff; six bathrooms; a
powder room; three walk-in closets; and a library, according to the floor plan. The
New York Times, described it as “a glittering scepter for modern pharaohs who
demand spectacular sunrises.” Not night sky travelers to 12 Trillion Galaxies. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Mr. Patterson as a quiet, bookish boy who struggled to find his way
after graduation. He enlisted in the Marines but was sent home from boot camp
after five weeks. Marine Generals should be arrested along with Jake Patterson...
Motives of the Generals are well know in boot camp torture of turning Medical
Students into Warriors, Sara Palin will testify. He wrote that he could not explain
his motives clearly and that “I can’t believe I did this.” He ended the letter with
an apology to Jayme Closs, adding, “I know it doesn’t mean much.” Marine Generals
will not!! 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 NY Times yesterday reported the crime rate is down without this
article; 'Jake Patterson Pleads Guilty in Jayme Closs Abduction and Murder of
Parents' By PATRICK J. LYONS As Jake drove away from the murders he passed
cops with their lights on with no GPS tracking of who just drove out of the drive.
Cops never caught up with him, Jayme escaped on her own. Disney will not make
this movie, Apple might. Jayme’s disappearance and the killing of her parents
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baffled the authorities for months. The case attracted national media attention,
as scores of detectives fanned out across Wisconsin looking for the girl while her
photo was circulated online and on missing-person posters. The case shook the rural
county where she lived, and residents of tiny Gordon were shocked to learn that
she had been held captive there unnoticed. Investigators said in a criminal
complaint that Mr. Patterson, who was apparently not a suspect until the day he
was arrested, told them he had carefully prepared for the abduction, and had
killed Jayme’s parents with a shotgun stolen from his father so there would be no
witnesses to help track him down. They said he spoke of slowing down on the
highway to let police cars race by on their way to the Closs house as he drove
away with Jayme in his trunk. Former high school classmates and teachers
described Mr. Patterson as a quiet, bookish boy who struggled to find his way
after graduation. He enlisted in the Marines but was sent home from boot camp
after five weeks. Marine Generals should be arrested along with Jake Patterson... 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Proposal for Polygamous Marriage for all Marine Generals!!!! 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Proposal for Polygamous Marriage as Jimmy Carter with 4 Moslem
Wife's would not have given his Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR to Allah and
Mecca $$$ 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 "Bagels and War Crimes" By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM Starbucks with
the Bagels and Coffee next to the iMac computer keyboards... nothing City Hall
USA would do for futuristic Nobel Prize kids. War Crimes by Starbucks and Bill
Gates in Qatar. God is great could you imagine Win 10 at every Starbucks with no
Orchids or tech genius. "An overdue apology offers a reminder that companies are
responsible for past conduct." By Binyamin Appelbaum Mr. Appelbaum is a member
of the editorial board at the NY Times. Reimanns have been on a buying spree,
snapping up familiar food and drink brands, including Keurig Green Mountain coffee,
Dr Pepper, Snapple, Caribou Coffee, Panera Bread, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts and
the bagel chains Einstein Bros., Noah’s and Bruegger’s. When the Reimanns’ holding
company acquired the British sandwich maker Pret A Manger last year, the sister
of the company’s deceased founder, who happened to be Jewish, declared she was
mortified to learn about the Reimanns’ roots. The 1980 Mercedes WindmillCAR's
were killed by the World Governments thanks to Jimmy Carter. So More than
6,000 companies contributed to a WW II reparations fund for forced laborers
established by the German government in 2000. In 1980 the German government
killed the Mercedes WindmillCAR on orders from Jimmy Carter. Los Angeles and
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Chicago millions have died from pollution, diesel exhaust. The heirs of Albert
Reimann Jr., who built one of Germany’s largest business empires, maintained for
decades that Mr. Reimann and his father had been reluctant Nazis during World
War II. Yes, they said, it was regrettable that the company employed slaves and
prisoners of war in its chemical factories, but that was the nature of business
during the war years. This weekend the Reimann family decided to change its tune,
offering an abject apology for the behavior of Albert Reimann Jr., who died in
1984 - 4 years after Jimmy Carter stifled the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's! Another
War Crime! The Reimanns, father and son, ran the chemical company now known as
Reckitt Benckiser, or RB, probably most familiar to Americans as the maker of
Lysol. New research, based in part on materials that have been in the family's
possession for decades, shows the two men joined the Nazi Party in 1931. What
did the Mercedes Family do when Jimmy Carter called on them in 1980... 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Proposal for Polygamous Marriage as Jimmy Carter with 4 Moslem
Wife's would not have given his Godsent 1980 Ford WindmillCAR to Allah and
Mecca $$$ 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Bone Saw Bush said F. Gregory Gause III, professor of international
affairs at the Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M
University. Bush cheated at getting into Texas A&M and paid for sex $$$ Gina has
the audio and video tapes. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 The deal “gives the crown prince Salman what he wanted, another
$777 Trillion” said F. Gregory Gause III, professor of international affairs at the
Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M University. “It is
certainly more convenient than having to raise cash through an I.P.O. that would
have required opening up all of the books of Aramco.” Saudi Aramco, said on
Wednesday that it would buy a 70 percent stake in a state-controlled
petrochemical giant for $69.1 billion, in what appears to be an alternative to a
much-delayed initial public offering. The deal, which involves three entities
controlled by the Saudi government, largely accomplishes the primary goal for
Aramco’s share offering — helping to finance an ambitious campaign to modernize
the kingdom. Aramco will buy the stake in the petrochemical company, the Saudi
Basic Industries Corporation, known as Sabic, currently held by the country’s
sovereign wealth fund. The remaining 30 percent of Sabic will continue to be listed
on Saudi Arabia’s Tadawul stock exchange. The transaction would give Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman, who had been the main proponent of selling a portion of
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Aramco to public investors, a chunk of the cash he needs to diversify the Saudi
economy, which is heavily dependent on oil. The prince hopes both to buffer the
economy from oil price fluctuations and invest in industries that will provide income
for the kingdom if demand for its oil wanes. 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Bone Saw Bush said F. Gregory Gause III, professor of international
affairs at the Bush School of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M
University. Bush cheated at getting into Texas A&M and paid for sex $$$ Gina has
the audio and video tapes. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Dr. George Orwell MD - Who Could Replace Theresa May as Britain’s
Prime Minister? Dr. George Orwell MD plagues in London today are more than ever
in the past history of London as birth defects and childhood cancera have been
suppressed by May. Add Alcohol and Tobacco all sold by the Royal Companies killing
thousands in 2019. Poorhouse Homeless Shelter in London is next to BP Oil HQ. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 A documentary to be screened on Capitol Hill next month, in which I
am featured, chronicles the experience of low-income students navigating college
admissions. By ENOCH JEMMOTT Yale A documentary to be screened on Capitol
Hill next month, in which Kerry paid for sex and update of Yale today with mostly
Saudi Students who pay of sex. So mom and daughters in New Haven had Kerry's
$$$ today its Saudi $$$. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 iMac @ Starbucks @ $18,384 with coffee and bagels; Meet the
English Professor Creating The Billion-Dollar College Of The Future. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 Time at CERN as the God Particle probably prevented another WAR by
Trump + Oil Company. Wanting to do more War Time business. "Charles M. Blow
NY Times; Be Thankful for Mueller’s Timing!!" 
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3-28-2019 Mammogram Centers Must Tell Women if Test Shows Dense Breast
Tissue, F.D.A. Proposes. Dense tissue can hide cancer from X-rays, making
mammography less reliable. Women with dense tissue are often advised to have
other screening tests in addition to mammograms, such as ultrasound or M.R.I.
scans. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 JFK Airport Mammogram Centers will open when Ivanka gets to drive;
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

  
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 The state laws mandating that women be told about breast density
resulted from the tireless campaign of one woman with breast cancer, Nancy
Cappello, a special-education teacher and administrator in Connecticut. In 2003,
just six weeks after being told her mammogram was normal, she learned that she
had an advanced breast cancer. When she asked how the mammogram could have
missed her large tumor, her doctor told her that she had dense breast tissue. She
had never been told that. Dr. Cappello died in November at 66, from complications
of a rare blood cancer caused by the chemotherapy and radiation she had received
for breast cancer. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD I can't wait to
read this article in the NY Times. 
 
 
 
 
 
3-28-2019 
 
 
 
 
3-27-2019 Ignore Those “Update Your Device” Messages sent in Pink for a
Breast-Ovary Cancer cure in 2019. Pentagon Drunk Admiral MD at the White
House that will never be painted Pink until Trump visits Ivanka at Arlington!
Admirals Cut Bridge in Key West cuts off... millions of them with no cure victory!
Endless War! 
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3-27-2019 Ignore Those “Update Your Device” Messages, update your gas engine
car to the 2019 Ford WindmillCar's with accessories like iPhone iDash Cam, GPS
Google Map of where you have been. iTickets in your car, iDUI never ruin your life
and health and iF-35 Radar no Head on Collisions or any collisions. Update Win 10
to iMac @ every Starbucks in the USA. Update NASA to Star Wars not Moon
Shot Brain Cancer Cure that will never get a cure for Brain Cancer like Bill +
Melinda mosquito war lost for decades to come. Update the YouTube video of their
2nd home in Qatar not Key West. CIA has tapes of Kerry paying for sex at Yale. 

  
 
 
 
3-27-2019 Key West Those opposed to the Admiral’s Cut bridge at the Hyatt
Dock go alone with the Admirals thinking about the 25 Hospital Ships Docked there
belonging to the Yale Key West Medical School. Think why did the Admiral order
25 War Ships and Not one Yale Hospital Ship since he learned about the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's Secret? The 9/11 Tapes of the Masterminds in 1980 when the
1980 Ford WindmillCAR was invented is on CIA tapes, audio of Jimmy Carter killing
it for $777 Trillion for Moslems on 9/11. A War Crime against the USA by a
President of the USA for '$$$ Oil Greed $$$. And Today Jimmy Carter wants all
the Russian Oil-God's to go to Hell... not War Crimes Trials in Moscow. Netanyahu
Says Golan Heights Move ‘Proves You Can’ Keep Occupied Territory - 12 Trillion
Galaxies is Occupied Territory not the Golan Heights, Pope Francis sent him email
on the Dark Ages they want to keep the mass of humanity home alone on Earth
with no cure for Breast-Ovary cancers! Saudi Airstrike Today Said to Hit Yemeni
Hospital as War Enters Year 500. Netanyahu and Key West Jews hit the Yale Key
West Medical School. Canada gives Saudi Arabia a free pass to fuel millions of gas
stations today that should not 'Exist.' The next act was is NASA charm-and-
dazzle portion of world famous Sirius, they will not mention the Moon even once,
grin. JFK owns the Moon so lets move on to 7 or 8 light years. A number of stars
to the alien turf of Disney. They took in the information about Apple News Plus
and the credit card. Then came the part of the show they had come to see. Steve
Jobs cured of cancer! CIA tapes of this. Small Fry no one not even Tim Cook is
working to cure Steve Jobs Cancer, they let him die year after year after year.
How many years now? How many Steve Jobs. Will I write the same about Ivanka,
how many years she has been at Arlington National Cemetery in a Pink Grave?
Many of the cancer cure stars on display were not exclusive to Trump wanting a
Nobel Peace Prize not a Nobel in Medicine. Trump Tweets a Rx Pink Latte that
cures all stages of breast-ovary cancer in 8 days! Will Ivanka Tweet this under
Trump's name? She really should!! Greg is rooting for Apple iMax @ $18,384 in
every Starbucks world wide on 9/11/2019 and paid for by Saudi Arabia for the
other 9/11 oil war crime. CIA tapes of Saudi Arabia's Extravagant’ Spending on
the front page of the NY Times. They bought the NY Times building, grin $$$.
How to win the war over Exodus and Pink Cancers. This is denial of a Miracle
Invention is so pervasive and egregious the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ joked with
Netanyahu about war crimes and gas money yesterday in front of CBS cameras.
Good Morning America! Netanyahu and Trump should have been the masterminds of
the Gravity Engine for Good Morning America yesterday. Instead they give the
world Trump’s Pointless Provocation on the Golan not Sirius Exodus, not the gravity
engine! 
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3-27-2019 Oil after $4 gas on the 4th of July 2019; "After Boeing Crashes,
Sharp Questions About Industry Regulating Itself" both out of greed stifling 737
Max Orbit plane and the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. "After Boeing Crashes, oil at
10 cents a gallon until Ford builds enough 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for the world. 
 
 
 
 
3-27-2019 EPA and F.A.A. scrutiny over authority to help certify their own planes
and pollution with the NY Times censoring from the front page birth defect of
Jimmy Carters grand children. Russian Vodka. A ‘No Collusion Day’ Rally. DUI head
on collisions in gas engine cars world wide today. iPhone iDash Cam iVodka censors,
are censored by Tim Cook at his credit card and News meeting yesterday, why?
Flying into orbit for 15 minutes by Boeing and Apple is not under scrutiny. 1 Click
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects has been under scrutiny all year and
not 1 One click link to a invention by Amazon. Divorced by 2 White Men at 1984
HQ. 
 
 
 
 
3-27-2019 India Women are not allowed to Drive - - - - Prime Minister Narendra
Modi announced that India had shot down a satellite with a missile, joining a select
group of nations. 

  
 
 
 
3-27-2019 
 
 
 
 
3-27-2019 The New York Times and The Washington Post decided to not join
these Apple Apps for $9.99 a month! Not to join 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP
invention projects with specs and Genius tutors to help you get started on 1,001
Nobels in Medicine. Oh the Hemingway House Writing Class will join for a Nobel
Novel with invention projects and brainstorming chapters... 

  
 
 
 
3-27-2019 NY Times decided not to Join the Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP
invention projects... 

  
 


